
Message from the Principal....

As Passover approaches we learn that this month of Nissan is a month of freedom.
Freedom from what or to do what? Are we not free?

There is a spiritual aura of freedom in this month, which means we have an additional
ability to free ourselves from the traits that pull us to not act our best. Let's utilize this
additional, spiritual strength that is ours for the taking...



2nd Grade News
2nd Grade doing seed dispersal.



Rabbi Gold's Chumash Class

Rabbi Gold’s Chumash class completed Parshas Shelach. The students celebrated
with a Syum (party). They each brought a food that connected to what they learned in
the parsha. They also shared interesting things they learned. Here are some of the
results.
Ariella- Caramell M&M’s- because the blue ones are the color of Tzitzis. 
Shani- chocolate Pebbles cereal - The people stoned the person who was chopping
wood on Shabbos.
Elli- brought something that required the brocha of “shahakol”. The last word in that
bracha is “bedvoro", which means, “His words”, everything He says is perfect, and
the spies said the land of Israel is not perfect.
Rena- Blue sour sticks- Techales (color of some tzitzis) is blue. 
Ben- striped cookies- They look like Tzitzis. 
Ahrela - M&Ms - he brought 12 packages because there were 12 spies that went to
check out the land of Israel.
Yirmi - Soda - It says that the people will die in the desert and their bodies will rot just
like soda makes your teeth rot.
Interesting things we learned.
Devora- I thought it was interesting that we learned that 10 people make up a
congregation, because there were 10 spies that gave a bad report about the land of
Israel.
Moshe- we learned from the spies that however you view yourself that is how people
will view you.
Michael- Techales is a green or blue color that comes from a fish.
Shai- The Jewish court would stone somebody outside the camp.

History for Grades 5th through 8th

Fifth grade is finishing a chapter on the US becoming a world
power. We talked about how the United States gained more
lands by buying Alaska from the Russians and by annexing the
islands of Hawaii.

We discussed the Spanish American War and the idea of
isolationism which battled the desire for expansionism.

Students know the M.A.I.N. reasons the US became involved in
World War I and the outcome of the war and its effect on



Americans.

In finishing our chapter, we discussed the causes and the various
events of World War II and the Holocaust.

Sixth grade just finished a chapter on the ancient civilizations
of the Americas; North America, Central America, and South
America. Our next chapter will be an in depth look at some of
the most important dynasties of China; their rule, religion, and
culture.

Seventh grade is finishing their work on the Jacksonian Era.
They now understand the complex President he was during his
time in office. They learned how he appealed to the everyday
people of America as he was “one of them”; he was not a wealthy
man as many other previous Presidents had been. Jackson was
the President for the common man. During his presidency, more
men were given the right to vote which created a spirit of
equality for the white American men. Jackson’s presidency was
also marred by an unspeakable error in judgement which ended
in tragedy for many of America’s Native peoples with the Indian
Removal Act and the Trail of Tears.

Eighth grade, students are learning the same information as
the fifth grade but with a more in depth approach. They too
know the M.A.I.N. causes for World War I and how the US
engaged in expansionism during a time of isolationist ideals.

BETTER TOGETHER PROGRAM


Each Eighth grader presented his/her interview presentation poster to their residents.
The residents were THRILLED and so TOUCHED!



Days of Learning

2 weeks of learning in gratitude to Richard and Merry, for their hachnasat orchim and
for making us feel welcome in Savannah. Sponsored By: Jason and Nechama Lurie

A week of learning in honor of Stacy Krapf, wishing you a refuah shleima. May your
back be better soon! Lovingly Sponsored By: "Your bag ladies"!

A day of learning in honor of Charlie Garfunkel, Happy Birthday!!
Sponsored By: Donna, Jay and Richard



A day of learning in honor of Benji and Lee's Engagement, Mazel Tov!
Lovingly Sponsored By: Donna, Jay and Richard

A day of learning in honor of Sandee and Louis Lipsitz, Congratulations on the birth of
your first grandchild- a baby girl!! Sponsored By: Michele, Alex, Sam and Elie Raskin

A day of learning in honor of Debbie Rotkow, You brought our girls' creative minds to
life with all their journals and books. Lovingly Sponsored by: Jeff and Shelley

A day of learning in memory of Marvin Eichelbaum.
Sponsored By: Yoni and Rena Maccabee

A day of learning in merit of a refuah shleima for Ahron Ben Yehuda (Ken Miller).
Sponsored By: Yoni and Rena Maccabee

A day of learning in honor of Jean Weitz, Thank you for taking care of me!
Lovingly Sponsored By: Julia

A day of learning in honor of Louis Brody, Welcome home and mazel tov on your
position in Wells Fargo. Sponsored By: Morah Ester and Uncle Freddie

A day of learning in honor of our dear friend, Merry.
Lovingly Sponsored By: Ester and Freddie


